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ABSTRACT

The  use  of  piezo  materials  is  becoming  common  in  both  commercial  and  retail  products.  Motors
designed  using  piezo  materials  as  actuators  are  also  being  utilized  where  either  space  or  magnetic
materials are limited. This paper discusses the use of ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit toward
the  development  and  production  of  small  piezo  motors.  Analytical  techniques  are  the  only  methods
possible to determine motor design parameters and performance issues prior to prototype production and
testing. The use of ABAQUS/Standard to solve baseline Eigenvalue extractions and transient dynamics
for stator motion has made it possible to evaluate motor designs much quicker than physical evaluations.
The use of the ‘VUMAT’ subroutine in ABAQUS/Explicit has been used to create strains driven by the
piezo effects, thus allowing for many thousands of cyclic loads to be applied to contacting 3D continuum
structures. The use of viscous pressure techniques for near-perfect static loading under explicit dynamics
will also be presented and discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Motor and actuator devices can be found in almost every mechanically driven system produced. Motors
designed  for  small  spaces  open  many  problems  not  normally  encountered  in  larger  industrial-type
application.  The  development  of  stronger  and  more  powerful  ferromagnetic  materials  has  allowed  for
more  torque  and  overall  motor  performance.  The  use  of  motors  driven  by  piezoelectric  material  is
becoming more popular in areas where space and high torque is required. A motor driven by oscillating
DC current to a fixed stator also lends itself well to the reduction of the quantity of moving parts. Unlike
conventional  motors  where  electrical/magnetic  coupling  drives  the  motors,  the  piezo  motor  relies
extensively on mechanical moving parts and PZT elements. Therefore, the motor’s parameters to a given
set  of  design  criteria  are  critical  to  both  the  drive  electronics  and  functionality.  Simulation  work  to
determine  motor  drive  frequencies  and  general  stator  mechanics  has  been  produced  utilizing  many
analytical and finite element methods. This work presented here expands to evaluating coupling between
stators and rotors  and describes  numerical  techniques required to produce valid simulations.  The work
thus  far  includes  the  mechanics  of  the  piezo  operation,  using  artificially  induced  strains  in  the  piezo
materials.

This  work  specifically  addresses  simulations  for  small  "ring"  type  motors.  Some  of  the  same
nomenclature  used  in  conventional  motors  is  also  used  in  this  type  application.  Simply,  the  piezo
material  is  excited  in  a  unique way as  to  cause  moving  waves  to  develop  in  the  stator.  These  moving
waves are amplified at the top of the flat teeth. The stationary stator uses this strain energy to contact the
friction liner on the rotor, thus causing the rotor to spin. Variables important in the motor designs include
stator resonance, teeth geometry, rotor preload, friction liner material, rotor mass and inertia, and overall
size.

 

NUMERICAL WORK

In the design of the traveling wave motor, the first numerical simulation that is required is to determine
the  natural  resonance  of  the  stator  to  driver  the  rotor  assembly.  Figure  1  describes  the  components
(excluding the electronics and driving mechanism) used in a ring type motor. The function of the motor
is very simple. As described in Figures 2 and 3 attached, the stator is oscillated at its natural resonance
with the PZT crystals on its  base.  The strain induced in the PZT causes the stator  to create a traveling
wave.  The  teeth  are  used  to  amplify  the  displacement  in  the  stator  base.  The  PZT  is  segmented  and
driven with high frequency electronics, using simple sine and cosine functions. (In this simulation work,
the electrical feedback and energy induced in the PZT have not been defined.) For a 4-wave motor, the
PZT is  segmented as  shown in  Figure 4.  This  segmentation and phase  shift  in  the  driver timing create
PZT strains causing traveling waves passed to the teeth.

First  steps  in  the  aid  of  numerical  is  to  determine the  natural  frequency of the  stator.  Figure 5 show a
mesh  used  in  a  17-mm  diameter  motor  design.  The  model  is  composed  of  16000  C3D8  elements.
ABAQUS/Standard  is  used,  filtering  through  resonance  modes  to  find  the  4-wave  resonance.  In
conjunction  with  the  magnitude  of  frequency,  this  process  is  also  used  to  find  modes  of  the  stator
structure  close  to  motor  resonance.  Figure  6  shows  the  4 th  ring  mode.  Filtering  starts  at  zero,  usually
finding the unique modes between 
20-200  KHz.  (It  should  be  noted  that  the  frequency  will  shift  when  a  rotor  is  preloaded  on  the  stator
teeth, and has been found to drop 1-2 KHz during operation.)

Another basic parameter required in the development of the piezo motors is the displacement created on
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top of the tooth. The basic shape of rotary movement to tooth height movement is an ellipse. It is known
that for high speed operations, an ellipse shape that is short in height and long in stroke is needed. In the
case  of  low-speed,  high-torque  applications,  a  taller  ellipse  with  a  short  stroke  movement  is  good.  As
example,  if  the  tooth was increased in height,  the ellipse generated by the traveling wave stator  would
not be taller in height, but longer in stroke. (Refer back to Figure 3 for geometric operations.) Changing
the tooth height alone will usually decrease the driver frequency because of only adding additional mass
to the stator and not stiffness.

The PZT material, usually 0.005-0.010 inches in thickness, is loaded, causing a bending effect in-plane
of  the  crystal.  For  the  case  of  ABAQUS/Standard,  the  induced  strain  was  input  via  the  thermal  strain
option.  The  PZT  was  given  appropriate  expansion  coefficients  to  correlate  to  the  material,  and
temperatures take on the values of voltage. The inactive steel stator was given no expansion properties.
Voltages via the *TEMPERATURE loading were used. Periodic amplitude cards were used to drive the
transient  dynamic solution,  based on previously defined modal response.  Thermal (voltage) loads were
applied with either sine, cosine,  or  -sine and -cosine.  The stator  was started at  rest,  and the time of 10
cycles was used for  the end time of the step. Figure 7 shows the deflection of the top of the 1st  tooth,
forming the ellipse shape.

The  Eigenvalue  extractions  and  transient  dynamics  for  ellipse  shapes  are  all  processed  in
ABAQUS/Standard,  and  typically  done  on  all  new  motor  designs.  The  next  step  in  the  aid  of  using
simulations  for motor  design is  a  fully coupled motor.  This  entails  coupling the rotor to the  stator  and
running  the  PZT  loads  to  create  rotor  movement.  Figures  8  and  9  show  a  model  developed  for  the
coupling  case  on  a  17-mm  motor.  The  steel  rotor  has  a  friction  liner  (ring)  attached  to  its  base.  This
material, usually plastic, has a much lower modulus than the steel teeth on the stator, and can also absorb
tooth  flatness  problems  by  rotor  preloading  to  the  stator.  Modeling  turned  to  ABAQUS/Explicit  for
dynamics  and  contact.  One  surface  was  constructed  on  the  friction  liner,  and  the  other  via  the
*CONTACT NODE SET for the teeth. Because of the dissimilar elements used in frequency extraction,
the C3D8 element was reevaluated in ABAQUS/Standard to determine any small shifts in the excitation
frequency.

A  static  preload  on  the  order  of  1-10  lbs  is  required  between  the  rotor  at  the  stator.  The  need  for
ABAQUS/Explicit  for  contact  makes  true  static  preloading  on  the  order  of  1.0E-6  inches  difficult.
Initially,  the  web  of  beams  in  the  center  was  driven  down  a  displacement  estimated  from
ABAQUS/Standard  runs  for  a  static  stator  tooth  loading.  In the  following step,  the  enforced  boundary
was  replaced  with  a  pressure  on  the  inside  hub  of  the  rotor.  During  the  enforced  displacement  and
preloading, oscillations occur. To dampen out the dynamic effects, viscous pressures were introduced in
the rotor. The technique was applied to an axisymmetric section structure of the same rotor size. For the
coupled  motor  to  function  properly,  pure  static  equilibrium  was  needed.  Figure  10  displays  the  axial
deflections of the center hub and the rotor using viscous pressures of 0.0, 0.4, and 
10.0 lb/in3-sec. A viscous pressure of 0.4 lb/in3-sec was chosen, which balanced both the time required through the step and
the equilibrium.

The initial  boundary movement and preloading on the rotor can be  seen in the Figure 11,  displaying a
point  on  the  edge of  the rotor.  Essentially,  due  to the  dynamic effects,  no  oscillations due exist  on  the
onset  of  the  piezo  strain  loadings.  At  time  0.002  sec,  switchover  occurred  between  enforced
displacements boundaries and hub pressures corresponding to 3 lb preloading. (The loading is to remain
constant during the piezo strain loading step.) Viscous pressures remained through this step, over 0.002
sec.  At  time  t=0.004  sec,  strains  were  introduced  similar  to  the  previous  case  outlined  using  thermal
strains, and the viscous pressures were removed.
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The  model  was  processed  for  approximately  40  strains  of  the  PZT  material.  Data  were  collected  for
points on the rotor and stator. Preloads ranging from 1-3 lbs were used to determine motor spin-up rates.
Figure 12 shows the ramp-up effects of motor movement in the spin direction for the various preloads.
(No  damping  was  applied  to  the  structure.  As  additional  loading  cycles  are  introduced,  displacements
should be ever increasing. Due to not exactly matching the drive frequency with the system, resonance
will cause structural damping. Energy in not lost in this process.) Coupling becomes more efficient with
increasing  preload.  It  has  also  been  shown  that  if  larger  preloads  are  induced,  stator  resonance  is
hampered, and thus motor stall and spin performance are compromised. Figure 13 shows the tooth ellipse
shape  for  this  process.  The  off-axis  shift  is  due  to  rotor  assembly  preloading.  As  expected,  the  ellipse
shape is not as pure as previously created plots with only the stator.

One of the major difficulties encountered in using ABAQUS/Explicit was the creation and processing of
very large *AMPLITUDE cards for discrete data curves for the sine and cosine PZT loads. It is estimated
that  approximately  5,000-10,000 PZT cycles  are  required  to  drive  the  rotor  one  revolution.  Amplitude
cards  of  this  magnitude  become  impossible  to  preprocess  and  package  for  ABAQUS/Explicit.  A  new
method  of  applying  the  strains  in  the  continuum  elements  was  created.  With  the  use  of  the  VUMAT
subroutine,  strains  are  created  and  applied  based  on  their  location  on  the  PZT  material,  and  time.
Orthotropic material  properties were derived, with element orientations and properties being consistent
in-plane of the material. Using this technique, the number of cycles is only dependent on the step times,
and drive frequency. Taking a stator alone with an attached PZT element, the ellipse shape was created
using ABAQUS/Explicit for both the amplitude loading method and the VUMAT FORTRAN subroutine
method. Figure 14 shows the results.  Excellent agreement was obtained between the two methods. The
only differences in the curves are most likely due to discrete loadings using linear interpolations in the
amplitude case.

FUTURE WORK

Modeling  will  continue  on  the  piezo  motors  looking  at  expanding  three  specific  areas,  the  first  being
evaluations  of  tooth  geometry  -  number  of  teeth,  contact  geometry  and  spacing.  Optimum  speed  and
torque performance with various preloads are driving the need for additional studies. The second area is
to look at the PZT electrical/mechanical coupling via the VUMAT subroutine. The support of electrical
feedback and energy balancing are required to process long motor cycles and determine efficiencies. The
last  area  will  be  the  review  of  various  friction  liners,  their  mass/stiffness  effects,  and  any  viscoelastic
behavior that can be modeled to better define quality liner materials.

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS

ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit have been used extensively in the development of new piezo
ring-type  motor  designs.  Using  the  Eigenvector  and  transient  dynamics  procedures  has  allowed  for
parametric  studies  in  stator  geometries.  The  deployment  of  ABAQUS/Explicit  for  contact  is  just  now
being realized. As computer performance and software speeds increase, the availability to do studies on
tooth interactions and friction liner materials will also be realized. 
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Fig. 1 Typical Mechanical/Electrical Components of Piezo Motors

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Ring-type Motor Mechanics
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Fig. 3 Traveling Wave Excitation System

 

 

 

Fig. 4 PZT Thermal Strain Loading Pattern Segmentation
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Fig. 5 Finite Element Mesh of Stator Geometry

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Eigenvector Results - 34930Hz (C3D8R elements)
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Fig. 7 Typical Tooth Movement - The Ellipse Plot

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Contact and Restraints Used in Coupled Models
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Fig. 9 FEA Model of Coupled Motor - 49700 Elements

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Effects of Viscous Pressures on Rotor Deflections
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Fig. 11 Preloading Showing Final Deflections of Rotor Using Viscous Pressures

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 Motor Rotational Response - Various Rotor/Stator Preloads
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Fig. 13 Tooth Ellipse Shape - Full Coupled Model

 

 

 

Fig. 14 Tooth Ellipse Shapes - *AMPLITUDE vs. VUMAT Subroutine
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